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TWO TOP-10‘S IN 2015!! INSPIRATION

In one of the most exciting finishes of
the 2013 season, 2.3 million people
watched a beaming Ken Duke win the
Travelers Championship.

Just six months after surgery -- while
playing in a back-brace -- Ken won
Medalist honors at a District
Tournament.. and he just kept going.

As one Sports Columnist said “Duke’s
win was the feel good story of the
year. Not just in golf, but in all sports.”

At the age of 46, Ken still has that
16-inch metal rod in his back, a
constant companion and reminder of
what he’s been through. But Ken
continues to ‘give back’ raising funds
for Scoliosis research and treatment,
and visiting children who are suffering
from the condition.

Ken was born in the small town of
Hope Arkansas, the same hometown of
President Bill Clinton.
In 7th grade Ken was diagnosed with
Scoliosis, a curvature of the spine. He
wore a back brace 23-hours a day for
two years, but the condition worsened.

WINNER 2013
TRAVELERS CHAMPIONSHIP

When the curvature reached 72%,
Ken underwent spinal surgery in
which a 16-inch metal rod was
attached to his spine to facilitate
straightening.
Without surgery, the pressure on
Ken’s heart and lungs would become
life-threatening.

Long known as one of the
nicest guys on Tour, Ken is
fantastic in pro-ams and
goes out of his way to make
sure CEO’s, executives,
clients, sponsors and VIP’s
have an experience they
will never forget.

DUKE GETS BIG TV EXPOSURE

Ken Duke: a walking, talking, inspiration.
A role model for the real world.

A FAVORITE of Golf
Channel/NBC Sports and
CBS, Ken appears on
Morning Drive, has hosted
This Week on the PGA Tour
and been featured in
Playing Lessons with the
Pros.

Contact: Chris Kosiba 646-300-4937 chris@meistersports.com

KEN VISITS
PATIENTS

Ken Duke and
President Bill
Clinton both from
Hope Arkansas.
Every time Ken
‘tees-it-up’ he
gives HOPE to
millions.

HOPE ARKANSAS
NATIVES
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